ROS Developer Diversity Scholarship
Program
After the success of the first ROS Developer
Learning Path, we are excited to announce
ROS Developer Learning Path 2.0. This
will be intensive ROS live training for 1 year
to give you a strong foundation on ROS
and its applications. The course includes
assignments, hackathons, ROS Developer
expert talks, Internships and many more.
This course is led by Lentin Joseph, who is
an author of 9 books in ROS and a Senior
ROS Consultant Developer in Qbotics Labs.
He has more than 10 years of experience in
the ROS framework.

The ROS Developer Learning Path 2.0 focuses mainly on ROS 2 but it is also giving a good
overview of ROS 1 as well.
The duration of the course is 1 year and we are charging 1500 USD/person for this course. We
are also planning to give scholarships to financially backwards, underrepresented communities.
To give free scholarships to students, we are planning to accept sponsorship from companies
that are mainly using ROS.
This is an opportunity for you to sponsor the Diversity scholarship program.
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Fig (a): Banner: ROS Developer Learning Path 2.0

Fig (a) is the official banner of ROS Developer Learning Path 2.0.

Sponsorship Levels
We would like to mention various sponsorship levels for this course.
Platinum Sponsors: These sponsors enjoy all the benefits from the course. We are
planning to include only 1 or 2 companies as platinum sponsors. They can also add 4 of
their employees to this course for free.
Gold Sponsors: These sponsors enjoy all the benefits from the course and they can
add 3 employees to this course.
Silver Sponsors: They can add 2 employees to this course.
Bronze Sponsors: They can add 1 employee to this course.
Collaborators: These companies can collaborate with this course and suggest new
topics to this course. Also, they will be interested to give a job/internship after the
completion of this course. They can also sponsor different robot parts for this course as
well.
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Platinum
$ 7,000

Gold
$ 5000

Silver
$ 3000

Bronze
$ 1500
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